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Powers of Changing Your 
Mindset
轉念的力量
I have journeyed on this spiritual path 
for 50 years, and never have I given 
up the pursuit of happiness. But then I 
came to realize that happiness cannot be 
pursued. It must be put into practice. 

Author: Pei-Hsia Lai
304 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-272-4

My Pleasure to See You 
Age
我想看妳變老的樣子
As a woman, learn to love yourself in 
your 50s, and age with confidence and 
in comfort. We can reminisce about our 
youth, and yet possess a mature beauty. 

Author: Hui-Wen Teng
256 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-528-4

A Good Deed is a Good 
Story
把好事說成好故事
The author and advertising director tells 
sustainable good stories with creativity to 
make the kind deeds ever more powerful.

Author: Kurt Lu
272 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-751-4
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Mommy, Do You Still Love 
Me?
媽媽，你還愛我嗎？
The protagonist in the book Mommy, Do 
You Still Love Me, Xinxin, accidentally 
gets into trouble, and worries that her 
mother would think she is naughty. 
Grown-ups often feel that they love their 
children very much, but the way they 
interact with them makes children unable 
to feel the love.

Author: Henry Lo, Yi-Ting Lee
40 pages | 22x26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-229-8

Miin Wu: Lessons 
Learned From Zero to 
Perfect
吳敏求傳
From the Nintendo in your living room to 
the car in your garage, Macronix memory 
chips can be found everywhere in your 
life. In his biography, Miin shares his 
management skills in leading Micronix 
from scratch to the largest flash memory 
chip manufacturer in the world.

Author: Miin Wu, Chien-Jung Yang
352 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-488-9

Own Your Town
你想活出怎樣的小鎮？
Pei-Jun He shares his experience in his 
dedication to invest in the development 
of rural areas with 9 condensed lessons, 
in hopes of stimulating cooperation with 
overseas rural areas to create a better 
future for Asia. 

Author: Pei-Jun He, Li-Ling Yang
264 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-553-541-4

Kou Hsing Chun
郭婞淳：舉重若輕的婞念
This debut book by Olympic gold 
medalist Hsing-Chun Kuo not only shares 
her life as a weight-lifter, but also 20 
lessons on training both the body and the 
mind. 

Author: Hsing-Chun Kou, Shih-Hung Yeh
272 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-564-0

Life and Its Magic 
生命為什麼如此神奇？ 
This book is textbook material in biology 
that stems from the theory of evolution. It 
enables students to grasp the concepts 
of biology and enhance the depth of 
their knowledge with a flipped classroom 
method.  

Author: Chen-Kung Chou
400 pages | 17x23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-691-3

Math and its Wonders
數學，這樣看才精采
Through the eyes of Professor Kuo-
Wei Lih of the Institute of Mathematics 
at Academia Sinica, we learn the many 
things we see in our everyday lives 
influenced by math. 

Author: Kuo-Wei Lih
320 pages | 14.8x21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-550-3
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Small Changes Make a 
World of Difference 
改變，世界不一樣了
A pandemic changed the world forever. 
Starting in Taiwan, the book goes around 
the world to include stories about the 
pandemic in 16 cities, all told through the 
eyes of children.

Author: Yao-Pin Chou, Hsin-Yu Sun
40 pages | 21.1x30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-559-6

I Want a Pet Tiger
我想養老虎
A creative adventure about taking care of 
a big tiger is enhanced by the illustrations 
by award-winning artist Meng-Yun 
Chiang to create a humorous story about 
a family and a tiger. 

Author: Wei-Hsuan Cecelia Wang, 
Meng-Yun Chiang
40 pages | 19.5x26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-627-2

Good Morning, Baby 
Earth!
地球寶寶早安 
In continuation of Good Night, Baby 
Earth, Jimmy Liao’s Good Morning, Baby 
Earth starts at the little cottage under the 
light of dawn. With the sun rising, Mommy 
Deer and Baby Deer wake up under the 
tree. Mother pulls the curtains and sees 
the sun come out. A new day!

Author: Jimmy Liao
48 pages | 21.1x26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-452-0

Goodnight, Baby Earth 
地球寶寶晚安 
This time, Jimmy Liao, who has been 
creating picture books for more than 20 
years, has created a bedtime picture 
book for young children. Let your child 
spend their story time with Flying Dragon, 
Toot-toot Bird, Mimi Cat, and Baby Earth, 
and enter a sweet dream together. 

Author: Jimmy Liao
48 pages | 21.1x26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-050-8 

Monster Mom 
怪獸媽媽
Monster Mom loves her baby so much, 
she wants to give her baby everything 
and protect her child forever. But as soon 
as the baby is born, the Monster Mom 
begins to worry. The world seems full of 
dangers, and it’s safest for the baby to 
return to her belly!

Author: Meng-Yun Chiang
48 pages | 21x26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-553-597-1

Daddy, I Don’t Want to 
Play Soccer!
爸爸，我不要踢足球！
In Daddy, I Don’t Want To Play Soccer! 
Chenchen doesn't want to go to class, 
but his father is worried that Chenchen 
will be late for class. See how they 
resolve their problem and re-establish the 
parent-child channel of communication!

Author: Henry Lo, Yi-Ting Lee
40 pages | 22x26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-525-227-4
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